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Executive Summary 

In last week’s update we correctly foretold “…rally will then –again- be sold off to new lows with an ideal target of 

SPX1800-1750 (intermediate c).” Although we were forced to change the wave-labeling the past week; which is 

secondary to correctly forecasting price-targets, we have many lines of evidence in place favoring a major b bounce 

off the SPX 1810 low.  

This week, the DOW (finally) joined the ranks of market indices in a bear market and the list is now complete. 

However, all charts (weekly, daily, SMAs, etc) have now positive divergences in place and we’re looking for a 

corrective three-wave major b (intermediate a, b, c) to SPX1957-1991. For the NAZ a bounce to 4400-4800 is most 

likely. 

Assuming a 150p rally off the SPX1810 low, with a c=a relationship between intermediate a and b of major b; and 

with intermediate b retracing 50% of intermediate a, we get the following targets for intermediate a, b, and c of 

major b: 1910, 1860, 1960. This is the big picture road map for major b.  

On a smaller time frame we are looking at the SPX1848 level as the line in the sand. Namely, if it holds and the 

market follows through to make a new high above Friday’s SPX1864, it means minor a of intermediate a will be 5 

waves up. If SPX1848 doesn’t hold then minor a topped at SPX1864 and minor b of intermediate a is underway. 

 

 

This is a bear market.  
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Although we’ve been nailing this market turn by turn over the past weeks, and our price targets have been rather 

accurate for each turn, we were forced to adjust our count on the fly several times. Counting waves is, however, not 

the same as trading, and price targets matter in the end, not the label you put on them. Hence, this week we first 

tracked an impulse wave down, which the market turned into an ending diagonal triangle, but we provided an intra-

day alert mere minutes after the SPX1810 low was struck. Thank us later   

This is also a lesson about the fact we can only anticipate with a good degree of certainty what the market will do. 

Nothing is ever set in stone. We are not almighty knowing, and can only provide our best insights. We then let the 

market guide us both in trading and counting waves. That’s the key to success: anticipate, monitor and adjust. All 

else and others will fail. Period. 

Moving on, since the SPX1810 low the market has rallied, in a yet none-impulse looking structure above the white 

ascending trendline that has held price in check since the SPX1947 high. We hate to say it, but we told you the 

supposedly BOJ negative interest rate rally was a sucker rally. Thank us later . The purple arrow in Figure 1 shows 

the break out and retest of the descending trendchanel today: resistance becomes support. The trend has thus 

changed, and a new trend is underway. Major a has thus most likely bottomed. However, we can so far only count 

3 waves up, with the market hitting the 1.618x extension of what is most likely minute “a/i”, from “b/ii”. Remember 

minor a of intermediate a of major b, will consists of minute waves. 

Figure 1. SPX 15min chart: major a has most likely bottomed (90% certainty).Now tracking minor a of intermediat a 

of major b up 

 

Ideally we would like to see minor a develop into 5 minute waves, but we can’t be sure about that before hand, and 

we would like to see it rally to the very important SPX1872 S/R level. But, also that’s just us wishing for now. Instead, 

a break below SPX1848 (the 100% extension of “a/i”) from current levels without making a higher high first will mean 

minor a has peaked and minor b is underway. Minor b should ideally retrace ~50% of minor a. Since we don’t know 

if minor a has peaked we can’t set any minor b targets. However, for those wanting to trade with a low risk high 

reward set up; waiting for minor b is a low risk/high reward place to buy . 
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In Thursday’s update we showed the DOW 15min chart, and we showed where it needed to rally to, to confirm major 

a. Well, it’s not far off (see Figure 2, with the same annotation as in Thursday’s update) and also here we see that 

price has broken out of the descending trend channel: the trend has changed. This adds weight to the evidence 

that major a has indeed bottomed.  

Figure 2. DOW 15min chart: Also here a break out of the descending trend channel. DOW 16025 likely next target 
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Market update. 

One of the reasons major a has most likely bottomed is because the daily TI chart suggests higher prices instead of 

lower prices as all TIs are now pointing up, with a none-ideal A.I. buy signal (dotted green vertical line; not all 3 TIs 

that make up the A.I. moved up from <20 to >20), which already foretells is this is a b-wave rally as only impulse 

bottoms are ideal signals. We can also observe similarities in the MACD setup now vs September 2015 (blue circles). 

The positive divergences observed on Thursday did their thing on Friday   

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing back up. Buy signals abundant. Expect higher prices going forward. 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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The weekly chart continues to look weak and bleak with price at the lower Bollinger band and those are expanding; 

weakness. Price did not reach the S2 level as expected, but came close to our “low 1800 high 1700 target” call from 

weeks ago. We can observe positive divergence (on a closing basis; orange lines) between price and the RSI5 and a 

none-ideal buy signal since two weeks ago. Note none-ideal buy signals are not to be trusted: b-wave rally…. Price 

needs to first recapture the lower blue trend line to be able to gain more ground. Note the intersect of the black and 

green trend line at around SPX1960 by the beginning of March. This appears a logical target for major b. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart. Price did not hit the lowest price target, but continues to follows our projected path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

Long term trend line connecting 

with October 2011, SPX          1075 

low 
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On the weekly NAZ chart, price closed 6c outside the lower Bollinger band; while setting up positive divergence on 

the RSI5 (red and green lines). This means a retrace is in order. Resistance is clearly at NAZ4500-4600. If price 

manages to get higher, then 4800 is next (weekly Pivot and 20w SMA). That’s max 10-11% upside from current levels. 

Figure 5. NAZ weekly TI chart. Positive divergence on RSI5. Resistance at 4500-4600. 

 

Resistance 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Market breadth 

On Thursday in our daily update we showed that market breadth, as measured by the McClellan Oscillators (MO) for 

the SPX, was potentially setting up for positive divergence as well; and true to form, we have it now in place (green 

and red lines). Market breadth ended Friday positive, coming off a low within our “buy-able bottom zone; -60 to -

80.” In addition, the summation index of the MO also set up the positive divergence as in 2008, and which we already 

alerted you to several weeks ago. These all add to the weight of observable evidence the major a low has struck.  

Figure 6. SPXMO ended the week positive and has + div. The waiting for + div on the SI is over   
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Miscellaneous  

Despite all the evidence favoring a major a bottom, our LT (long term) SMA chart remains 100% bearish, while out 

ST (short term) SMA charts continue to be very weak as well. These charts tell us the long term trend is down, and 

the short term trend is not doing much better. We don’t expect the LT-SMA to improve during the expected major 

b bounce; which will be the telltale for the markets next move and directional bias: down. 

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart remains almost 100% bearish.             ST-SMA chart also remains almost 100% bearish  

 

VIX was unable to break above the upper trend channel and is now most likely going to retest the 20d SMA and mid-

line. Note it is still above $25… volatility (big price swings) are here to stay.  

Figure 8. VIX daily chart: unable to break out; should move lower.  

 

Note shown here, but the $CPCE chart (put/call ratio; which at extreme readings is a contrarian indicator) shown in 

Thursday’s update with a reading that day of 0.98; correctly foretold –once again!  - a bottom was imminent as 

readings above 0.95 are rather extreme and mean everybody and there dog are betting on continued downside, 

which of course won’t happen then… you know the drill  On Friday $CPCE dropped to 0.71; our neutral zone. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


